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Golf de Roquebrune, swimming pool committee report
Annual report 2010 and proposal for budget 2011

A sub-committee for managing the operation and maintenance work of the swimming pool 
was initiated 2007. The committee members are:

- Raymond Breuer   rbreuer@pt.lu

- Friedhelm Muller  mueller.f.h@t-online.de

- Ralph Johansson (chair person)  johansson.ralph.inga@orange.fr

Operational experiences 20  10  

As expected the pool become quite crowded this summer as well, particularly during the period from 
the end of July to mid August. Nevertheless, no accidents or misbehaving have been reported during 
this season.
  
The overwhelming experience is of course the lightning which stroked the highest palm at the pool 
area on June 19. This lightning followed the palm down into the ground and hit close laying electrical 
wires. As a consequence some electronic equipment in the pool engine room used for automatic 
charging of chemicals was destroyed as well as the pool illumination system. Fortunately, no pump 
motors were destroyed why the pool has been possible to operate without any further disturbances 
this summer. However, manually charging of chemicals has been required for a long period. In the 
end of August a new chemical dosing system was installed and successfully started up.

A government organ (DDass) has visited us three times this summer for general check up and 
analysing of the water quality. No remarks requiring actions have been reported by DDass though 
some quality measurements needs to be further evaluated.   

The start up of the new electronic gate locking system was also delayed due to sever damages by the 
stroke why this system only has been in operation during some few weeks in the end of August. Even 
though, the experience from this limited period has been very good. 

Cost for repairs/substitution of damages caused by the stroke has mainly been reimbursed by the 
insurance company, all in all 14387€. 

Consumption of water 2010 has been 1253 m3 for a cost of 3608€ (2009=1488 m3). Corresponding 
figures for electricity are: Night time kwh 24229 and day time kwh 51500 for a total cost of 5331€ 
(2009=37028 and 13981 kwh respectively). The higher el. power consumption 2010 vs. 2009 was a 
direct result of the lightning damaging the system for automatic charging of chemicals. 

Chemical consumption has been slightly higher 2010 as well compared to 2009 due to damages of 
the automatic chemical dosing system. Costs for chemicals have been calculated to 1277€.
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Investments   2010 vs. budget   (see appendix 1)    

Major investments in the pool area for the season 2010 have been:
- Seven new parasols (now totally 10 pcs)
- Eighteen new sun chairs
- Electronic controlled gates (by ASL)
- Alarm system indicating use of pool outside opening hours
-

Some smaller investments have been moved to 2011 due to lack of time during this season. The 
budget request for investments 2010 was 7800€ and corresponding costs has been calculated to 
5691€.  

Investment Program   2011   (see appendix 2)  

The technical standard of the pool machinery equipment is today quite good. Therefore, further 
investments can be more focused on the pool environment. In this budget we have proposed actions 
to hinder further sinking of the deck in the south part of the pool area. As you might have noticed the 
deck has sunk several centimeters outside the garage area. This has been possible since the tiles 
currently are laid directly in the sand vs. the concrete garage structure.  This problem is growing and 
it has become a safety matter.  Therefore, we would like to propose that concerned area (ca 100m2) 
will be restored by making a reinforced concrete slab anchored in the garage structure. In the same 
job we propose to construct a new shower closed to the pool stairs. By that, people can take a 
shower immediately before going into the pool which will improve the hygienic standard compared 
with the today system. Existing showers will be scrapped.

The Syndicat has, however, shelved this proposal and asks the Committee to review the situation in a 
larger context and taking into account that more work on the deck will need to be done.

Furthermore, we propose the purchase of a new circulation pump to substitute an old worn-out one 
and some smaller investments related to safe operation of the pool.

The proposed investment budget is 5,000€ if the work on the deck is not included.

Domaine du Golf, February 15, 2011 

Ralph Johansson

Encl.: Appendix 1 & 2


